In Vitro Analysis of Palatal Shelf Elevation During Secondary Palate Formation.
Palatal shelf elevation is an essential morphogenetic process during secondary palate formation. It has been proposed that shelf elevation results from an intrinsic elevating force and is regulated by extrinsic factors that are associated with development of other orofacial structures. Although dynamic palate culture is a common in vitro approach for studying shelf elevation, it requires the tongue or the tongue and mandible to be removed before culture, which prevents any determination of the role of the extrinsic factors in regulating shelf elevation. We showed that ex vivo removal of the tongue and mandible from unfixed embryonic heads led to spontaneous shelf movements that were more pronounced at late E13.5 and early E14.5 than those of E12.5 and early E13.5, suggesting that the strength of the elevating force increases over time during palate development. We further used a suspension culture technique to analyze palatal shelf movement in an intact oral cavity by culturing the orofacial portion of embryonic heads that include the maxilla, palatal shelves, mandible, and tongue (MPMT). MPMT explants were cultured in the serum-free medium with slow rotation for 24-48 hr. The palatal shelves successfully elevated during culture and displayed intermediate morphologies that closely resemble those of in vivo shelf elevation. We demonstrate that the tongue and mandible facilitate shelf medial movement/growth during shelf elevation and further suggest that the interaction of the palatal shelves and tongue could be one of the extrinsic factors that regulate the elevation process. Anat Rec, 302:1594-1604, 2019. © 2019 American Association for Anatomy.